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Oakdale School has considered multiple pathways to reopen school this August in a responsible yet 
flexible manner. The plans we have created are not perfect; they may need to be adjusted or modified as 
we move forward with emerging data. Nevertheless, our intent is to enact proactive, yet practical 
measures to mitigate the spread of COVID-19 and concurrently resume a sense of normalcy for our 
students and staff. 
 
We will continue to monitor the effectiveness of our plans and track data over the course of the school 
year. Subsequently, we ask for your support and cooperation as we may have to modify plans and 
progressively increase or decrease layered procedures when needed.

Dr. Joe Pierce, Superintendent



Approach
"We are all in this together," Dr. Anthony Fauci

● Admin Team met with the state health leaders & experts
● Crosswalked recommendations with SDE guidance & other sources
● SuperSAC met three times to gather faculty feedback
● Second SuperSAC meeting included parents and students
● Parent survey distributed to gather community feedback
● Presentation to Board of Education in June & July

○ Safety and well-being of our community #1
○ Responsiveness with flexibility to maneuver and adjust plans
○ Consistency with state & local orders/guidance
○ Common sense approach meeting needs of most

● Second review by a state health leader & an expert in epidemiology
● Voluntary faculty meeting for Q&A
● CDC Guidance for K-12 schools 
● Parent feedback after July 9 board meeting presentation.

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScVIHm5yWs8e6ez-ZNO6JLRRtmI7mnsDXBxFFjeEOBlk5-boQ/viewform?usp=sf_link
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdEyecgfnF6G-r4-0GRpZyPb2gQd5XoKifVPtaAt-fdTSXYBA/viewform?usp=sf_link
https://youtu.be/L2zqTYgcpfg


https://youtu.be/L2zqTYgcpfg


Considerations 
● No single plan will completely eliminate the risk of transmission, 

but multiple coordinated interventions can greatly reduce that risk. 
● No plan is perfect. Not everyone will be 100% pleased.
● Health and well-being of children, faculty, and community.
● Risk Factors:

○ Highest Risk: Traditional approach
○ Moderate Risk: Small group learning with social distancing
○ Lowest Risk: Virtual only learning

● Feasible & Practical yet Flexible & Adaptable
● Vulnerable populations: Additional considerations for those 

who are medically fragile, have developmental challenges, or have specific 
healthcare needs or disabilities, with the goal of a safe return to school.



Parent Survey Results

77%



63%

74%



Parent Survey Results

Teacher Survey Results

64%

66%



Preferred 
Reopening
Plan:

“Plan A”

 
  
 

Return to school in a traditional schooling model (bricks & mortar) on 
August 13th with added layers of precautions & protections, as practical. 

❖ We recognize that some Oakdale students may have pre-existing 
conditions or be immunocompromised that could make them more 
susceptible to a severe COVID outcome. For example, students with 
special needs, 504 plans, a positive COVID-19 diagnosis, comorbidities, 
or those with family healthcare situations, etc. 

❖ Parents finding themselves in this situation should contact the 
building principal so we can discuss another option and work with you 
to determine if it is the best educational plan for your child.

Return to Learn



CONTINGENCY 

PLAN B:
     

Predetermined Distance Learning “Firewall” Days
     Same as Option A above, except students will only attend brick & mortar school 150 out of the 170 
instructional days during the year. Think of the remaining 20 days as built-in “firewalls” to mitigate, not 
eliminate, the spread of the virus. These days would be set in the school calendar and would be required 
distance learning (DL) days. (e.g. the remainder of the week after Labor Day or after Fall Break). See below.
     This plan offers parents some limited ability to prearrange work schedules or childcare; however, we 
must remain flexible on these dates as virus data emerges. Teachers would report to the school a portion of 
each DL day. Consideration would be given for staff members’ children and other at-risk students. Full school 
cleanings will occur on these days.
“Firewall” Dates:   Sept. 9, 10, 11   *  Oct. 21, 22, 23  *  Nov. 30 & Dec 1-4  *  Jan. 5, 6, 7, & 8   *  March 22-26

CONTINGENCY 

PLAN C:     
2/1/2 Hybrid Distance Learning (DL)
     Same as Option A, except students will attend brick & mortar school two (2) days per week. The remaining 
three (3) days each week are required DL days and students will complete work remotely through Google 
Classroom. One group attends Monday & Tuesday, the other on Thursday & Friday. The groups would be 
assigned by family. Close and clean facilities thoroughly each Wednesday, or other specified day. 
*Alternative plan providing less physical distancing: 4 days brick & mortar attendance + 1 designated DL day each week.

CONTINGENCY 

PLAN D:    
100% Distance Learning
     Students use Google Classroom entirely throughout the Fall semester, with the Spring semester to be 
determined. This would be a similar delivery model as last Spring except that instruction would be direct 
(e.g. live stream recorded lesson delivery), attendance and participation in schoolwork is required, and 
assignments would be graded and count towards report card grades.

Contingency Plans 
Emphasizing Incremental Social Distancing

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1UVcjU7PlnUM-2j-IJo_pkOHGihRYeL1G/view?usp=sharing


At this time, Oakdale Schools will not offer an option for a comprehensive virtual online 
content management platform like many of the larger school districts. 

● We will only offer our distance learning capabilities (Google Classroom) when 
there are school closures, quarantines, or student with a positive diagnosis, etc. 

● Teachers in grades 3-8 will begin right away ramping up the use of  Google 
Classroom to prepare our students for that time. 

● Early childhood teachers will also being using a development appropriate tool 
such as SeeSaw instead of Google Classroom.

● We will reopen on August 13th with a single plan, “Plan A”  
● Some families may not be ready or comfortable sending their child back 

to brick & mortar school.
● Nevertheless, there is another pathway unique to only Oakdale families.

 

Virtual Learning 



There is another option only available to Oakdale families:

Although we welcome all Oakdale children back to our school, there is another viable choice for families 
with specific situations or concerns to consider during this particular season. 

In conversations with Edmond Public Schools (EPS) district administrators, EPS is offering a virtual 
learning model next year through Edgenuity and Apex. EPS current board policy permits an 
out-of-district transfers to ONLY Oakdale students in grades PK-8. 

Upon enrollment in EPS, new students may then elect virtual school at that time. *This is time sensitive 
as EPS had set some deadlines for their current families. Contact Edmond Schools for more information. 

We warmly welcome all of our families to return to our brick & mortar schooling whenever they are 
ready and comfortable to return to Oakdale.

 

https://edmondschools.net/programs/virtual-edmond/
https://edmondschools.net/programs/virtual-edmond/
https://edmondschools.net/wp-content/uploads/2018/06/4845-Inter-District-Transfers-Rev-6-4-18.pdf


“Mind the Gap”

● Mind the Social-Emotional Gap
○ Need to be aware of any negative impact on children due to school closures and lengthy 

time away from school with associated social-emotional well-being.
○ Mrs. Gina McCarty is the main contact person and will help families as needed.
○ She will also work closely with teachers on how to handle social-emotional issues

● Mind the Learning Gap
○ Determine current academic level for each student

■ STAR Reading & STAR Math
■ SDE free resources tied to our current benchmark assessments

○ What do we do if they have gaps? 
■ Differentiate & personalize
■ Tier instruction & assignments 
■ Create a plan & intervene

○ What do we do if they already have it?
■ Extend/Apply/Enrich/Advance



EXACT PATH for Individualizing Learning 

● The OSDE intends to invest a portion of state Elementary and Secondary School 
Emergency Relief (ESSER) funds to offer Edmentum Exact Path  free to districts 
to set and achieve academic growth goals 

● Exact Path combines adaptive diagnostics with individualized instruction and 
learning pathways for growth in math, reading and language arts. 

● Exact Path may be used in classrooms, with blended learning or during periods 
of distance learning. 

● Exact Path also links with our current assessment plan and will integrate our 
district data from Renaissance Star Reading & Math Assessments.

● OSF grant requested for other tools such as IXL Learning

https://www.edmentum.com/products/exact-path


Precautions

● Parents are to pre-screen children before heading off to school
○ No fever or respiratory symptoms before attending school rather than having the school 

conduct on site temperature taking, resulting in crowded lineups 
and delayed entry to school. 

○ Current procedures for sending students home will remain in effect.
○ Our school nurse has created additional plans & procedures for sickness

● Masks & Face Coverings
○ Oakdale faculty, staff, and students will wear masks/face coverings
○ Wearing of face coverings will be prioritized at times when it is difficult to maintain 

an appropriate distance from others (e.g., during drop off or dismissal, standing in 
a line at school).

○ Social distancing for teachers may not always be practical in the classroom. Therefore, 
wearing a mask for staff is a reasonable precaution.

○ Faculty & staff will be provided with a mask and/or face shield. They will also maintain 
social distance (particularly around other adults) and wear a mask/face covering at school. 

○ Further, we fully respect a faculty member’s choice to wear a mask more frequently.



➢ Every student will wear their own clean face mask or face covering (e.g. buffs) while at school.
➢ Students will bring their own clean face covering and must be able to use it independently.
➢ Teachers will create appropriate procedures for their classroom.
➢ If a child does not have a mask (lost, damaged, or in need) we will provide them with one.

On the bus?  Yes, physical distancing is not feasible on buses.
● We encourage parents to drop off & pick up students in order to create space for social distancing on buses.
● Bus procedures with additional cleaning & other precautions (e.g. ventilation and other procedures)

In classrooms during instructional times?  Yes, except for some instances where there is adequate physical distance
● Masks should be school appropriate and not be a distraction. 
● Students are expected to comply with teachers’ directives about wearing masks.
● Parents should practice with their child making sure they can manage their mask independently and responsibly.
● We fully support parent requests for their child to wear a face covering more often, even if able to physically distance.
● Students must be responsible for complying with their parent’s request to wear a mask more frequently.

In common/outdoor areas during non-instructional times?  Yes, except for some instances where there is adequate 
physical distance

● Wear masks in congested common areas (dismissal, passing periods, tornado drills, crowded hallways)
● Outdoor recesses have the ability for social distancing, so a mask may not be necessary.

More about masks



Cleaning & Sanitizing

● The school hired an additional custodian and will change the crew’s work schedules in order to  
have a nighttime crew for after-hours cleaning and during breaks.

○ Electrostatic sanitizing sprayers will be used daily during deep cleaning of rooms.
○ One sprayer is available. Two additional sprayers have been ordered
○ High touch areas will be sanitized at least 3x during the school day
○ Restrooms will be monitored and sanitized through the school day and cleaned at night
○ Lockers will be sanitized at least once a week
○ Lunch tables will be sanitized between each lunch period

● Proper hand hygiene and respiratory etiquette will be taught and encouraged.
● Teachers will create a schedule for more frequent than usual hand hygiene.
● Students will be greeted at the classroom door and offered hand sanitizer.
● Students are encouraged to bring their own personal water bottles daily.
● Water fountains with mouth pieces will not be used. Hands-free water bottle refill stations 

will remain available and cleaned regularly during the day. 
● We are adding additional water bottle refill stations to our existing drinking fountains.
● Buses will be sanitized at least two times daily and between multiple routes.
● HVAC units will be set to maximum ventilation with outdoor air, where possible.



School Nurse

Temperature checks must balance the practicality of performing these checks for large 
numbers of students and staff with the information known about how children manifest 
COVID-19 infection, the risk of transmission in schools, and the possible lost instructional time 
to conduct the screenings

● Plans created for confirmed exposure or diagnosed with virus (see flowchart)
● Relocating clinic to new 5th grade wing office area

○ A room is now available to quarantine a suspected COVID patient
○ Concerns about “littles” traveling to the nurse office:

■ Office aids may help - or text an administrator
■ Only send when absolutely necessary (put first aid supplies in classrooms)

● Parents will pick up using 5th grade entry doors… only used for sick students going home
● Multiple thermometers will be available in every pod area to use whenever needed.
● Adult employees will be asked to check their temperature each day upon arrival.
● Ordering additional PPE supplies to keep on hand.
● Various communication letters are already created and ready to use.





A preliminary decision-making framework has been created with input and advice from health experts. 

There are certain challenges in creating a definitive plan this early. The guidance is still emerging. 
Until more formal recommendations are made by state/local officials, we must begin preparing. 

● We strive for a reasonable yet practical approach in our preliminary plans.
● We must have a starting point from which we can prepare to return to school safely, 

yet not having too great a risk of facilitating spread of the virus within the school.
● As cases arise, we will reach out to local/county health agencies or OSDH for their guidance 

before implementing quarantining or closing school. 
● Much of our framework is contingent on the degree to which people in our school adhere 

to the layered precautions outlined in the Return to Learn at Oakdale reopening plan.
● In each case, we will take extra steps to learn about the timeframe, the context, the type 

of contacts, etc. that will inform real guidance about what next steps should be taken. 
● Consideration must also be given to the ability to secure substitute teachers/bus drivers

Closing School



Entry to School

● Students will enter through the usual entrances.

● Doors will open at 8:10 AM and will be propped open until 8:25 AM

● Administrators will be on duty at the exterior doors with other teachers supervising pods/hallways.

● Upon entry, students will go directly to their classroom or to breakfast. 

● Before & after care will remain available- with additional procedures for entry/check-in etc.

● Visitors & guests will be permitted in the school only by appointment and must wear a mask.

● Adult employees and visitors will be screened daily when they arrive in the building.

● PALS and Library volunteers will continue as normal with pre-scheduled shifts (an appointment) 

and additional protocols in place.

● No lunch guests permitted at this time. Lunch deliveries are discouraged.



Classrooms & Hallways

● Teachers will physically distance classroom seating/desks and face them 
in the same direction as much as feasible and practical.

● Students will not share objects or supplies and will use pencil bags/boxes.
● Until class begins, classroom doors will remain open to minimize touching 

handles and door knobs.
● Students will clean/wipe off their own desks and chairs before leaving 

a classroom.
● Specials classes teachers (band, music, art, etc.) will create their own 

protocols that are practical. Curriculum may be modified to lessen risks.
● Hallways will be marked with signage to have good flow in one direction.
● Amplification systems technology will be available



Cafeteria

● Students will alternate seats or tables for physical distancing and served using appropriate 

distancing procedures (teacher developed- they know what works best for their students).

● Grades or classes may alternate eating in classrooms or in the lunchroom. 

● 8th graders will eat in the middle school pod using physical distancing as above.

● Hand washing/sanitizing will occur before eating. Tables will be cleaned between lunches.

● Students may bring a lunch from home or purchase a meal at school.

● Students must independently open their own packaged foods brought from home.

● We are exploring meal options for ease and mobility (e.g. grab-n-go lunch options).

● No guests/visitors may join children for lunch at school at this time.

● Lunch deliveries are discouraged. 

● Teachers and all administrators will be on lunch duty every day. 



Outdoor Recesses

● Elementary School: 

○ Each grade level plays at a different playground (rotated weekly). 
○ At least one teacher will be on duty. 
○ High risk/touch activities will be discouraged. 
○ Indoor recess, when necessary, with procedures developed by the teachers.

● Middle School: 

○ For outdoor recess, students will go to the track/football area. 
○ For indoor recess, students stay in their 4th hour classrooms. 
○ All students will go outside for fresh air/exercise as much as possible, unless they 

have indoor recess or occasional club meetings.
● Recommended guidelines for indoor recess: As usual, if the “feels like” temperature is < 32F or > 100F, 

or raining, students will have recess indoors with layered protections in place.
● Strict physical distancing will not be emphasized when there is ample outdoor space..
● Students need as much fresh air as possible; teachers may take students outdoors for class
● Masks may not be needed during some outdoor activities when there is ample physical distancing.
● Parents may ask their child to wear a mask outdoors. High-risk activities will be discouraged.



After School Dismissal 

● Student will wear masks when: 
○ Walking to the bus 
○ Exiting the school 
○ Waiting for a car in the parent pick-up line

● Carpool dismissal will continue as normal



Athletics, Events & Clubs

We will encourage participation in extracurricular activities such as sports, physical education, 
fine arts classes as well as all of our various clubs and/or events.

Participation in these activities is voluntary and we want parents and students to understand the 
risks associated with choosing to participate in these activities. Some activities present a higher 
risk than others. We are creating a list of school activities and their associated risk factor.

Athletics & Extracurricular Activities:: A waiver regarding COVID will be added to permission forms. 
We will follow the guidance from conferences and other organizations. 
Contests (e.g. band/choir) will be determined on a case-by-case basis. We will follow guidance from the host.
Assemblies: We do not expect to host large gatherings, unless social distancing and precautions can be observed. 
Events: Some traditional events may have to be rescheduled or modified or held in other creative ways.
Field Trips:  We do not anticipate taking field trips at this time. Virtual alternatives will be explored. 
The destination organizations will likely determine the availability of field trips. 
Class Parties may not be held like usual. We will explore alternatives such as going outdoors and involve only a 
limited number of homeroom parents to help organize.
Flu shot clinic will be held in the fall as a service to students, families, and staff.



Information Day

● Jenna  Foster & Jill Willhoite are planning this with teachers & PTC/OSF
● Some teachers have offered creative/alternative ideas
● Virtual only - no one in the building
● School supplies may be dropped off early - more info coming
● A teacher planning committee was created
● To be planned and communicated to families very soon



First Day of School

● Jenna  Foster & Jill Willhoite are planning this with teachers & PTC/OSF
● Some teachers have offered creative/alternative ideas:

○ Parents and guests will not be permitted to come in the building
○ Special photographic opportunities leading up to the first day
○ A special fun event is being planned to be held on the football 

field/track to make this day extra special!
● A teacher planning committee was created
● To be planned and communicated to families very soon
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